
 
 

Welcome To the Cerwin Vega Pro/Home brand of products 

We are proud to present 

 VEGA MONITORS 

 

 

For the past 24 months we have been working diligently engineering and refining our 

high-tech VEGA monitors to get them exactly where we want them with a major emphasis 

on high technology low latency wireless connectivity. 

Prominent Features:  

- An incredibly versatile powered nearfield studio monitors, great for any style of music. 

 

- Great full range DSP active wireless speakers: 

• Home Desktop users can connect wirelessly using Bluetooth or by our low 

latency SKAA technology. If you want to connect multiple speakers in different 

rooms so they all play the same music you can using our embedded SKAA 

technology. 

 

• Professionals who would like to mix music in real time can now do so due to our 

embedded SKAA technology. 

 

• Typical connection distances: Bluetooth 5M+, SKAA mode 30M+ depending upon 

line of sight. Both Bluetooth and SKAA Signals can easily penetrate walls, floors 

and ceiling’s depending upon the types of materials used it its initial construction.  
 

Note: Metal mesh inside of walls, floors or ceilings will degrade the signals. 

  



 
 

- Active 2-way (VEGA4S, VEGA6S & VEGA8S) - Custom bi-amped, class “D” amplifier 

offering large headroom and low noise amplification. 

 

- Active 3-way (VEGA10S) - Custom Tri-amped, class “D” amplifier offering large 

headroom and low noise amplification.  

 

- System-optimized auto-limiter prevents unexpected peaks from damaging the speakers 

while offering consistency and clarity at high volumes. 

 

- Soft-dome tweeter with optimized waveguide provides smooth, pristine and articulate 

highs up to 35kHz.  

 

- Lightweight, glass-aramid composite woofers deliver clear midrange and tight bass.  

 

- Flat Low Frequency Adjustment adding versatility and improved accuracy for mixes 

that translate in different environments. 

 

- Superior low-end extension with optional setting of +2dB Bass Boost acclaimed by 

music creators worldwide.  

 

- High- and low-frequency controls let you contour your sound to your environment and 

preference.  

 

- Cabinet bottom isolated from surfaces using a factory installed foam pad for improved 

clarity.  

 

- Front-slotted bass port and resonant-free cabinet increases sonic clarity.  

 

- Multiple audio connection inputs: XLR / TRS & 1/4", RCA for universal connectivity in 

any studio environment.  

 

-Wireless Connectivity:  

• Built in Bluetooth. 

• Built in SKAA low latency (19ms) technology. 

 

-AC Power Input: operates automatically from 110VAC to 240VAC (just change the power 

cord to match your country type). 
 

Note:   

When you purchase our VEGA monitors (these are pair packed) you will be buying them as a pair. 

• A Monitor Pair Pack contains Qty (1) SKAA Hub Monitor and Qty (1) SKAA Satellite Monitor.  

• Additional SKAA HUB and Satellite Monitors can be purchased singularly sold separately to 

add more speakers to your sound system. 

  

  

Engineered in the USA by Cerwin Vega with over 50 years of innovation. 

Manufactured in China under the auspices of Cerwin Vega Inc! 


